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70% of medical physicists
in NSW were trained at CMRP

EDUCATION AND RESEARCH 
Knowledge and Training at CMRP

Currently studying at CMRP:

30 PhD students

15 Masters (Research) students

Approx. 120 undergraduate/year 
enrolled



• Research strength of the UOW

• Strong commercial outcome is expected 
from Research Strengths @ UOW!

Centre For Medical Radiation Physics
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 Ionisation/Excitation are the main processes of radiation 
interaction

 Ionisation can be DIRECT or INDIRECT:

◦ Photons, neutrons generate ionization by indirect processes:

 Uncharged particles liberate a charged particle which produces Coulomb 
interactions

◦ Electrons and protons generate ionization by direct processes by 
producing a Coulomb interaction with the atoms of the material.







How is the Alpha particle LET in comparison 

to an electron?





Energy Imparted

Mean Energy Imparted or Energy Deposited, include all the contributions 

of radiative energies:







with ഥ∈ the mean imparted energy as defined previously



 Charge particle equilibrium (CPE)















 Use of immobilization frames presents 
significant disadvantages (discomfort, 
cost, inability to fractionate treatment)

 Leading to advent of “frameless” high 
precision image guided radiotherapy also 
referred to as Stereotactic Radiosurgery

 Beam collimation can be achieved by:

◦ Stereotactic cones, or 

◦ High-definition MLCs

 Commercially available treatment suites 
from:
◦ Brainlab – Novalis, ExacTrac, Vero systems

◦ Accuracy - CyberKnife Robotic Radiosurgery

◦ LINAC based – from Varian (Trilogy, Truebeam, 
Edge), Elekta (Synergy, Axesse) and Siemens 
(Artiste)



 When radiation is incident on a detector
◦ Energy may be transferred to the detector

◦ The energy of the incoming particle may be wholly or partially 
deposited within the detector

 How can we measure this energy?

 How is this related to dose?



◦ Ionising radiation loses energy within a medium 
by
 Ionising the atoms within the medium

 Inducing positive and negative charges

◦ For a fixed medium, the number of free charges 
is proportional to the energy deposited

◦ How can we measure these free charges?
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◦ By applying an electric field
 Free charges will migrate in the field

 A current will be induced → Ramo’s effect

 The amount of collected charge will be proportional to 
the deposited energy

 The dose to the medium may be determined using the 
Bragg-Gray cavity theory
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 Semiconductors are ideal as they

◦ Can operate with an internal electric field (diode)

◦ Have similar charge deposition within detector to 
ionisation chambers in a much smaller device

 18000 times sensitivity per unit volume

 Smaller ionisation energy than ionisation chamber 
(~3.6eV for Silicon, ~35eV for ionisation chamber)

◦ May be constructed with small volumes to

 Provide high spatial resolution

 Satisfy Bragg-Gray cavity theory

 Use in confined spaces (in-vivo)

 Use in multiple radiation fields

 The most USED material for semiconductor 
dosimetry is silicon



 Silicon has many advantages for dosimetry
◦ Relatively low cost to manufacture – till COVID happened, anyway ☺

◦ Operation at room temperature

◦ Low power of operation

◦ Rapidly advancing technology

 Silicon is used in multiple types of radiation detectors, 
including
◦ Diodes

◦ MOSFETs

◦ PHOTODIODES for indirect detection



Mass-Energy Absorption Coefficient 
Ratio for Silicon to Water

Mass Stopping Power
Ratio for Silicon to Water

•The energy response of Si detector which is satisfying B-G cavity theory and 
placed in  water will be relatively flat in a wide energy range

•Silicon is not water equivalent in free air geometry or in case of a range of 
secondary electrons in Si is smaller than Si cavity 



J Shi et al. Med. Phys. 30 (9), 2003, 2509-2519

S =a(Dt)0.5

Where:
t = minor charge carrier lifetime 

a=4.2x1013x1.6x10-19

  =6.72x10-7 C/cGy/cm. 

The sensitivity of the 

diode, S, represents 
the amount of charge 

collected without 
recombination



 Important operational parameters are
◦ Sensitivity, S

◦ Dose rate dependence

◦ Response Temperature Instability (RTI), (dS/dT)

 Radiation damage stability (often Pre irradiation 
improves sensitivity stability by stabilising life time)
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by introduction of radiation defects Nt, 
t decreases and injection dependence 
is simplified

RTI~Nt

RTI increases, dose rate effect is temperature independent and 
sensitivity degradation is reduced through application



AS Saini et al. Med. Phys. 29 (4), 2002, 
622-630

Typical dose rates in LINAC 
radiotherapy applications are 
103-104 cGy/s

p-type diodes generally have 
less dose rate dependence due 
to different defect energy levels

In n-type diodes it is possible 
to reduce the dose rate 
dependence through Au or Pt 
doping

Decreasing the silicon 
resistivity will reduce the dose 
rate dependence



http://www.sunnuclear.com



Image Technique Journal Year

MOSFET

Phys Med 
Biology

2010

-20% inherent angular dependence of the sensor 



Image Technique Journal Year

Ionising 

chambers

IJMP 2016

PTW PinPoint has a longitudinal angular dependence up to +12%

IBA CC01 is up to 5%



-Four different geometries

-2 different substrates

-2 different dimensions (0.5x0.5 mm^2 and 1x1 mm^2)

-2 different thicknesses (500 um and 100 um)

Type Substrate Top 
Juncti
on

Edge 
Juncti
on

Resistivity 
(koHm-cm)

Dimen
(mm^2)

PN N P+ N+ 10 0.5x0.5 / 
1x1

NN N N+ P+ 10 0.5x0.5 / 
1x1

NP P N+ P+ 7 0.5x0.5 / 
1x1

PP P P+ N+ 7 0.5x0.5 / 
1x1

76 different samples assembled!!!

25 samples tested!!!



Use of a new technology named “Edgeless” developed by 

VTT (Finland) for the Medipix CERN Collaboration (spin-

off of HEP detector development): 

 Designed for “100% fill factor” imaging detector 

fabrication for particle tracking

 Large area detector “tiled” with element of 14x14cm2 

and 256x256 pixels/element (55um/pixel)

 Active pixels with electronic readout (full MCA chain 

in 0.19um CMOS standard technology) bump-

bonded underneath the sensitive silicon substrate 

manufactured by high resisitivity FZ silicon





- PP, NP, devices 

- Unbiased

- 6MV LINAC

- Jaws formed fields

0.985



 Both experiments (in G4 and M6 machines) were 
performed using large size (60 cm3) MP3 motorized 
water tank (PTW).

 Measurement depth: : 0, 3, 5, 8, 10, 13, 15, 20, 30, 
50, 100, 150 and 200 mm.

 diodes attached to bird cage in order to align them 
in radiation center.

 3 different IRIS and cone field sizes: 10, 30, 60 mm.

 The edgeless diodes measurements were compared 
with PTW 60016 and PTW 60018 diodes.

TPR setup in 4G cyberknife (Riyadh) TPR setup in M6 cyberknife (Perth)

Fig.9: 4G Cyberknife (Riyadh),15 mm depth, 800 SAD mm, Iris 60 mm.

Fig.10: M6 Cyberknife (Perth),15 mm depth, 800 SAD mm, cone 60 mm.





- PP, NP, devices 

- Unbiased

- 6MV LINAC 10x10cm2 

- from 0 to 180 degree

- 2 Mrad Co-60 irradiation 

- Negligible effect of radiation damage on 

angular dependence

 

- very low angular dependence +/-1.5% - 

2.2% over 180 degree

- Very high stability and reproducibility of the 

data. 



 Generation of 
electron-hole pairs in 
silicon oxide by 
ionising radiation

 Trapping of holes on 
the SiO2-Si interface

 Shift in the IV 
characteristics leads 
to a change in the 
threshold voltage 
under constant 
channel current

tox

I

Passive mode - Vth
 ~ 0.0022 D0.4 tox

2 f

Active mode - Vth
 ~ 0.04 D tox

2 f

Active mode has a positive bias on the gate during operation



TOTAL DOSE EFFECTS (TID) on MOSFETs: 

Voltage threshold shifting 



 Generation of electron-hole pairs in silicon oxide by 
ionising radiation

 Trapping of holes on the SiO2-Si interface

 Shift in the IV characteristics leads to a change in the 
threshold voltage under constant channel current

p-channel MOSFET band structure



 The threshold voltage is the voltage required to pass a set 
current through the channel

 After irradiation, this threshold voltage shifts proportional to 
the dose absorbed by the SiO2 gate

Vth≈D in SiO2



Silicon Chip

MOSFET Structure

0.5 mm

Single MOSFET detector

CMRP MOSFET

Quadruple MOSFET detector

Advantage of MOSFET 

detectors-Extremely thin 
sensitive volume (<1mm)

RADFET REM Oxford



MOSFET Dosimetry System

MOSFET Research Prototype 

Dosimetry System

20 years later….



 The Centre of Medical Radiation Physics (CMRP) has designed a new 

MOSFET-based dosimeter called the MOSkin™.

 The new MOSkin detector

1) Incorporates a single MOSFET sensor.

2) Is temperature independent.

3) Used in either passive or active mode.

4) Has a highly reproducible build-up layer, capable of measuring 

skin dose according to the ICRP 1992 recommendations (0.07 

mm basal layer depth)

~ 0.8 mm

Build-up layer

Epoxy bubble MOSFET MOSkin



Monte Carlo vs Experiment

MOSkin vs MOSFET and ATTIX



The Attix chamber measured a PDD of 16%.

The MOSkin reported a mean PDD of 18.3 
± 0.7%, while the epoxy bubble MOSFET 
detector measured 36.3 ± 1.5%.
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MOSkin detector: comparison with ATTIX  IC 

5x5 cm field, 6 MV

Percentage depth doses (PDD) 

measured with the MOSkinTM

detector and the Attix chamber, 

respectively, at the phantom 
surface for both normal and 
oblique incident beams. 

Incident angle (°) 0 30 60 75

MOSkin (%) 19.49±1.7% 21.42±1.6% 28.51±1.7% 37.98±1.7%

Attix chamber (%) 18.95±0.03
%

20.82±0.03
%

26.88±0.03
%

35.92±0.02
%

Normalized ratio 1.000 1.000 1.031 1.028



 Ionisation chambers are the gold standard for basic dosimetry 
in radiotherapy

 Advanced radiotherapy modalities requires advanced radiation 
sensors able to answer to challenging conditions:
◦ Low angular dependence,

◦ Extremely thin sensitive volumes

◦ Realtime and correction free response

 Semiconductor dosimeters can answer to those challenges by 
design and development of specialized sensors.

 Although, road to clinical/commercial success is LONG and 
quite difficult, but certainly doable.
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